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Human clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) is therapy resistant; therefore, it is worthwhile studying 
in depth the molecular aspects of its progression. In ccRCC the biallelic inactivation of the VHL gene 
leads to stabilization of hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs). Among the targets of HIF-1a transcriptional 
activity is the LOX gene, which codes for the inactive proenzyme (Pro-Lox) from which, after extra-
cellular secretion and proteolysis, derives the active enzyme (Lox) and the propeptide (Lox-PP). By 
increasing stiffness of extracellular matrix by collagen crosslinking, Lox promotes tumor progression 
and metastasis. Lox and Lox-PP can reenter the cells where Lox promotes cell proliferation and in-
vasion, whereas Lox-PP acts as tumor suppressor because of its Ras recision and apoptotic activity. Few 
data are available concerning LOX in ccRCC. Using an in vitro model of ccRCC primary cell cultures, we 
performed, for the first time in ccRCC, a detailed study of endogenous LOX and also investigated their 
transcriptomic profile. We found that endogenous LOX is overexpressed in ccRCC, is involved in a 
positive-regulative loop with HIF-1a, and has a major action on ccRCC progression through cellular 
adhesion, migration, and collagen matrix stiffness increment; however, the oncosuppressive action 
of Lox-PP was not found to prevail. These findings may suggest translational approaches for new 
therapeutic strategies in ccRCC. 
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Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) represents approximately 3%
of all human adult malignant neoplamsms1 and is resistant
to radiation and chemotherapy. Nephrectomy may be
curative but only in the early disease stages; however,
approximately 40% of patients experience tumor progres-
sion and metastasis during follow-up.2 Clear cell RCC
(ccRCC) represents approximately 75% of kidney carci-
noma,1 and in approximately 90% of sporadic forms
ccRCC is correlated with biallelic inactivation of the VHL
tumor suppressor gene, on chromosome 3p, by somatic
mutations or hypermethylation.3,4 VHL inactivation leads to
stabilization of hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs), HIF-1a
and HIF-2a, or only HIF-2a in approximately 40% of
cases because of deletion of HIF-1a locus, on chromosome
14q.5 This stabilization determines a constitutive transcrip-
tional activation of several target genes,6,7 many of which
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are involved in ccRCC progression4,8 and also in its meta-
bolic alterations.9 Among HIF-1a target genes there is the
lysyl oxidase (LOX) gene, on chromosome 5q23.2, that
codes for a copper-dependent amine oxidase,10 which is an
important player in tumor progression and metastasis for-
mation. LOX, after intracellular posttranslational modifica-
tions, results in an inactive 50-kDa proenzyme of 417 amino
acids (Pro-Lox).11 Once secreted in the extracellular matrix
(ECM), Pro-Lox is proteolyzed by bone morphogenetic
protein 1 and cleaved into the 32-kDa active enzyme (Lox)
and the 18-kDa propeptide domain (Lox-PP).12 The extra-
cellular active Lox enzyme catalyzes the covalent cross-
linking of collagen and elastin in the ECM, increasing tensile
strength and structural integrity of tissues, while producing
hydrogen peroxide as a by-product.10 The Lox action can
increase stiffness of cancer ECM and promote cellular
adhesion and migration, favoring progression, invasion, and
metastasis as shown using tumor cell lines of breast, brain,
and colon.13e16 However, a tumor suppressor activity has
also been ascribed to LOX, justifying its described up-
regulation or down-regulation even in the same cancer
types, such as prostate and head and neck tumors.17

Although LOX was first described as an ECM protein, it
also performs intracellular functions, and both active 32-
kDa enzyme and 18-kDa propeptide can re-enter the cells
by still unknown mechanisms. Active 32-kDa Lox, through
reactive oxygen species by-products and integrin stimula-
tion, promotes cell proliferation and invasion of colorectal
carcinoma cell lines by activating phosphatidylinositol 3-
kinase and the downstream FAK and Src signaling cas-
cades.15,18 In fibroblasts, the nuclear localization of active
Lox catalyzes the oxidation of H1 and H2 histone proteins,
contributing to chromosome stability.19 Vice versa, the
18-kDa Lox-PP, acts as a tumor suppressor, having Ras
recision activity20 and apoptotic activity by blocking the
mitogen-activated protein kinases/extracellular signal-
related kinases pathways21 or impairing DNA repair path-
ways in the nucleus.22 It has also been reported that in colon
carcinoma cell lines LOX and HIF-1a potentiate each other
to sustain tumor progression.23 All these findings suggest
that LOX may have complex and different roles in tumor-
igenesis, depending on the transformation status of the
cells,24 the molecular network, the cellular location, and the
cell type in which it is active.

Regarding ccRCC, currently few data have been reported
concerning mainly LOX expression in RCC tissues25e27 or
cell lines.28 We performed, for the first time in human
ccRCC, a comprehensive and detailed study of endogenous
LOX expression and functions. To overcome the difficulties
and limitations attributable to tissue heterogeneity, we took
advantage of a consolidated in vitro model of primary cell
cultures that we obtain from normal kidney and ccRCC
tissues. We previously extensively characterized these pri-
mary cell cultures for their proteomic, cellular, and genomic
features,29e31 and we also investigated them for their
transcriptomic profile. This in vitro model has been
instrumental for the molecular and functional analysis of
endogenous LOX related to ccRCC progression.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Twenty-four patients with ccRCC (14 men and 10 women;
median age, 71 years; range, 46 to 86 years) treated by
surgery were enrolled in this study after written informed
consent. Histologic types, grade, and tumor stage were
defined according to World Health Organization classifica-
tion.32 Tumors were classified as 14pT1, 4pT2, 6pT3.
Fuhrman grade were 2 G1, 16 G2, 5 G3, 1 not determined.
The HIF-1a protein was overexpressed in 18 patients and
not detectable in six. All procedures were approved by the
local ethic committee.

Primary Cell Cultures and siRNA Transfection

Primary cell cultures were obtained from specimens of tumor
and matched renal cortex opposite to the tumor, collected
after nephrectomy. The cellular composition was routinely
evaluated by flow cytometry analysis as previously
described.30 The renal cortex cultures were >90% epithelial
cells of proximal and distal tubule derivation, whereas the
ccRCC cultures were >90% epithelial neoplastic cells that
originate from the transformation of proximal tubular
cells.30,33 All the experiments were performed on cells at first
or second passage. Subconfluent primary cell cultures were
siRNA transfected with ON-TARGETplus SMART pool
LOX siRNA (L-009810-00) or ON-TARGETplus Control
Pool siRNA (D-001810-10-05) (Thermo Scientific Dharma-
con, Lafayette, CO), using Interferin siRNA transfection re-
agent (Polyplus transfection; Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
MA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Trans-
fected cells were analyzed after 48 hours.

Transcriptomic Microarray Analysis and Bioinformatic
Analysis

Total RNA samples were extracted from primary cell cultures
using the miRNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
RNA samples were quantified by ND-1000 spectrophotom-
eter (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE), checked
for integrity on the 2100 Bioanalyzer instrument (Agilent
Technologies, Palo Alto, CA), and stored at�80�C until use.
A total of 150 ng of RNA samples, from eight ccRCC and
eight cortex primary cell cultures, were processed with the
Ambion Whole Transcript Expression Kit (Applied Bio-
systems, Foster City, CA) and the GeneChip Whole Tran-
script Terminal Labeling kit (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA),
according to the manufacturers’ protocols. Biotinylated
single-stranded DNA targets were fragmented and hybrid-
ized for 16 hours at 45�C onto GeneChip Human Exon 1.0
ST Arrays (Affymetrix). After washing and staining,
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fluorescent microarray images were acquired using the 
GeneChip Scanner 3000 7 G (Affymetrix) and analyzed with 
the GeneChip Operating software version 1.2 (Affymetrix). 
Raw intensity (.CEL) files are available at Array Express 
repository under accession number E-MTAB-4074 (Array 
Express, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experiments/E-
MTAB-4074, last accessed April 27, 2016). Probe signal in-
tensities were quantified, normalized, and converted into 
gene expression values by the robust multiarray average 
procedure, and differentially expressed genes in ccRCC 
versus normal cortex cultures (DEG-PCs) were calculated by 
analysis of variance method using Partek Genomics Suite 
software version 3.5 (Partek Inc., St. Louis, MO). DEGs were 
selected based on a fold-change �2 and a P < 0.05, which 
was considered to indicate a statistically significant differ-
ence. Functional enrichment analysis on Gene Ontology 
(GO) biological processes terms was performed on our DEG-
PCs by ToppGene Suite (ToppGene Suite, https://toppgene. 
cchmc.org, last accessed April 27, 2016). A false discovery 
rate (Benjiamin-Hochberg correction) <0.05 was applied to 
define significantly enriched biological processes, limiting to 
GO terms with gene numbers between 200 and 1000 
(200 � n � 1000). We compared our DEG-PC list to the list 
of differentially expressed genes related to ccRCC tissues 
(2493 DEG tissues, derived from RNA sequence analysis) 
reported as supplementary data by Wozniak et al.8 Com-
parison between GO biological processes enriched in ccRCC 
primary cultures and ccRCC tissues was performed using the 
ToppCluster tool, applying a false discovery rate threshold of 
0.05 (ToppCluster, https://toppcluster.cchmc.org, last 
accessed April 27, 2016).34 Meta-analysis for LOX gene 
expression was performed by using Oncomine Research 
Edition web tool (Oncomine, www.oncomine.org, last 
accessed October 13, 2015) comparing seven different 
ccRCC data sets (Oncomine identifications: Beroukhim, 
Gumz, Higginz, Jones, Lenburg, Vasselli, Yusenko).

Real-Time PCR

A total of 1 mg of RNA was reverse transcribed with the 
high-capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied 
Biosystems, Waltham, MA). TaqMan gene expression real-
time PCR assays were performed in duplicate for each 
sample, following manufacturer’s instructions using the 
indicated commercial kits (Lox: Hs00942480_m1; TGF-ß3: 
Hs01086000_m1; Snail: Hs00195591_m1; Zeb-2: 
Hs00207691_m1; E-Cadherin: Hs01023894_m1; GAPDH: 
Hs99998805_m1; Applied Biosystem) and an ABI PRISM 
7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Bio-
systems). The data were expressed as 2�DCT or 2�DDCT 

when referred to a calibrator considered equal to 1.

Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed on matched 
ccRCC and cortex deparaffinated tissue sections of eight
different patients’ specimens. After retrieval and blocking,
the sections were incubated overnight at 4�C with two
different primary polyclonal rabbit antibodies against
human LOX. The former, defined antibody A, is able to
recognize the active Lox 32-kDa peptide and the Pro-Lox 50
kDa peptide (dilution, 1:200; 31238, Abcam, Cambridge,
UK); the latter, here called antibody B, recognizes the Lox-
PP 18-kDa peptide and the Pro-Lox peptide (dilution, 1:200;
NBPI-30012, Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO). Renal
sections were then incubated with secondary anti-rabbit
antibody (dilution, 1:100; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark)
coupled with horseradish peroxidase and then color was
developed with 3-30-diaminobenzidine. A semiquantitative
evaluation of ccRCC tissue staining was performed, by two
independent pathologists, in tissue slides at �200 magnifi-
cation using ImageJ software version 1.50i (NIH, Bethesda,
MD; http://imagej.nih.gov/ij) Cell Counter function and
taking into account intensity and subcellular distribution of
staining. About 1200 cells were analyzed in five different
fields for each of the eight different tissue specimens.

Immunofluorescence was performed on primary cell
cultures as we previously described35 using antibody A
(dilution, 1:200), antibody B (dilution, 1:200), antibody
against Paxillin (dilution, 1:50; clone 349, Becton Dick-
inson, San Jose, CA), and the Alexa Fluor 488 or 594
conjugated anti-rabbit or anti-mouse antibodies (dilution,
1:100; Invitrogen, Carlsberg, CA). Nuclei were counter-
stained with mounting DAPI (Invitrogen). Immunofluores-
cence images were obtained with confocal microscope Zeiss
LSM710, using 63� objective, equipped with Zen software
version 2009 (ZEISS Italia, Arese, Italy).

Protein Extraction and Western Blot

Primary cell cultures were lyzed in buffer containing 50
mmol/L Tris pH 7.4, Nonidet P40, 0.25% deoxycholate,
150 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L EDTA, protease inhibitor
cocktail, and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 1 and 2 (Sigma-
Aldrich, Milan, Italy), and nuclear and nuclear-free fraction
preparations were performed as previously described.35

Thirty micrograms of protein of cellular lysates was sepa-
rated on NuPage 4% to 12% Bis-Tris precast gels (Invi-
trogen) and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. To
evaluate the secreted LOX proteins, primary cell cultures
were grown until semiconfluence in defined media (Dul-
becco’s modified Eagle’s medium F12, 5 mg/mL of insulin,
5 mg/mL of transferrin, 5 ng/mL of sodium selenite, 36
ng/mL of hydrocortisone, 40 pg/mL of triiodothyronine, 20
ng/mL of epidermal growth factor; all from Sigma-Aldrich)
that were collected, centrifuged at 530 � g, and left over-
night at �20�C with four volumes of ethanol 100%. These
media were then centrifuged twice at 13,000 � g for 30
minutes at 4�C, and the whole protein pellets were sus-
pended in loading buffer for gel separation and membrane
transfer as for cell culture lysates. The membranes, after
blocking, were probed overnight at 4�C with antibodies
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against LOX (antibody A, dilution, 1:500; antibody B,
dilution, 1:500), b-actin (dilution, 1:1000; A2066, Sigma),
HIF-1a (dilution, 1:500; NB100-132, Novus Biological),
N-cadherin (dilution, 1:1000; 32/N, Becton Dickinson),
E-cadherin (dilution, 1:1000; Becton Dickinson), paxillin
(dilution, 1:1000; 2542, Cell Signaling, Boston, MA),
phosho-Y118 paxillin (dilution, 1:1000; 2541, Cell
Signaling), vimentin (dilution, 1:1000; V9, Dako), and
a-smooth muscle actin (dilution 1:1000; 14A, Dako). Sec-
ondary antibodies coupled with horseradish peroxidase and
SuperSignal West Dura Detection System (Pierce, Rock-
ford, IL) were used to detect protein bands. Densitometric
values of specific bands were normalized with correspond-
ing b-actin band intensities, unless otherwise specified. The
protein bands of culture media were normalized by the
number of cells collected from each plate.

Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting Analysis

ccRCC cells were stained with anti-cytokeratin fluorescein
isothiocyanate antibody (dilution, 1:10; CK-6H5, Miltenyi
Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) 48 hours after LOX
siRNA or control siRNA transfection. Fluorescence-activated
cell sorting analysis was performedwithMOFLOSASTRIOS
and data analyzed by Kaluza software version 1.2 (Beckman
Coulter, Miami, FL). The acquisition process was stopped
when 20,000 events were collected in the population gate.

Functional Assays

Apoptosis
Apoptosis was assessed using Caspase-Glo 3/7 Assay
(Promega, Madison, WI), following manufacturer’s in-
struction. A total of 2 � 104 cells of LOX silenced cultures
have been seeded on 96-well plate in duplicate for each
sample. Luminescence was recorded on spectrometer Victor
Wolla C1420 (Perkin Elmer, Woltham, MA) at the wave
length of 485 ex/527em nm and expressed as relative
caspase 3/7 activity with respect to the control considered
equal to 1.

Cell Proliferation
Cell proliferation of LOX silenced and control ccRCC pri-
mary cultures was determined in triplicate for each sample
(2 � 105 cells) by MTT assay (Sigma-Aldrich). After me-
dium withdrawal, 0.5 mg/mL of MTT solution was added to
each well, and cells were incubated at 37�C for an hour and
a half, then dimethyl sulfoxide was added and the final
products quantified at 570 nm. The optical density value of
(LOX silenced sample/nonspecific siRNA sample) �100
indicated the percentage of proliferating cells with respect to
the control.

Migration Activity
Migration activity was evaluated by Boyden chamber assay
and wound healing assay as previously described.35 In the
Boyden chamber assay, 2 � 104 LOX silenced and control
ccRCC primary cells were seeded in duplicate in the upper
chamber of a Transwell device, equipped with 8-mm
microporous membranes (Corning Inc., New York, NY) and
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium low glucose with 5%
fetal bovine serum. The lower compartments of Transwells
were filled with Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium low
glucose 10% fetal bovine serum. The cells were incubated at
37�C in 5% CO2 for 8 hours, and then Transwells were
fixed in 100% methanol and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin. Migration activity was assessed in each membrane at
the bottom side by counting the number of cells in 10
randomized microscopic fields (�100) and expressed as the
percentage of migrated cells with respect to control. In the
wound healing assay, the ccRCC cell monolayers were
scratched with a pipette tip and photographed on an inverted
microscope (�100). Matched pair-marked wound regions
were photographed again after 6 hours. Initial and final
wound widths were measured and expressed as the per-
centage of wound recovery with respect to control. Two
different operators (C.M. and S.D.M.), blinded to experi-
mental treatment, evaluated both assays with ImageJ
software version 1.50i.

Invasion Activity
Invasion activity was evaluated in the same conditions of
Boyden assay, but the upper side membrane was coated
with 1 mg/mL of collagen (Invitrogen) to simulate the ECM.
The data were expressed as the percentage of invading cells
with respect to control.

Adhesion Activity
Adhesion activity of primary cell cultures was measured by
the crystal violet assay. A total of 3 � 104 LOX silenced
ccRCC cells and controls were seeded on wells, covered or
uncovered with fibronectin (10 mg/mL in water; Sigma-
Aldrich), and incubated at 37�C in 5% CO2 for 30 minutes.
Cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich),
washed, and stained with crystal violet (0.05% w/v in 20%
methanol) for 20 minutes. After washes, 1% sodium dodecyl
sulfate solution was added, and the released violet dye from
adhered cells was quantified at 550 nm. The optical density
value of (LOX silenced cells/control siRNA cells) � 100
indicated the percentage of adhesion capability with respect to
control.

Collagen Matrix Stiffness Measurement by Atomic Force
Microscopy

Fifty microliters of 7.5% acrylamide and 0.4% bisacryla-
mide (Sigma-Aldrich) gel solution was delivered on round
25-mm glass coverslips, and after polymerization, 300 mL of
Sulfo-SANPAH (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to gel surface.
After 2 hours, 1 mL of 1 mg/mL of fresh collagen solution
was added to the gel surface and incubated overnight at
37�C.36 Phosphate-buffered salineerinsed collagen-coated
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matrixes were then treated overnight at 37�C with i) control 
medium, ii) control medium of ccRCC primary cell culture 
plus 500 mM bAPN LOX Inhibitor (Sigma-Aldrich), iii) 
conditioned medium of ccRCC primary cell culture, iv) 
conditioned medium of ccRCC primary cultures plus 500 
mM bAPN, v) conditioned medium of ccRCC cells treated 
with control siRNA, and vi) conditioned medium of ccRCC 
cells treated with LOX siRNA. Stiffness measurements of 
differently treated collagen matrixes were performed in 
phosphate-buffered saline using standard atomic force mi-
croscopy (Nanowizard II, JPK, Berlin, Germany). The 
stiffness of matrixes was probed by the atomic force mi-
croscopy tip exerting a controlled force on the surface, and 
the elastic and plastic deformation of the sample was 
detected and recorded. The force-displacement curves be-
tween contact and 2000-nm deformation depth have been 
analyzed, and the softer the sample the larger the defor-
mation recorded. To quantify the surface stiffness, we used 
the Young modulus, which is proportional to the ratio be-
tween the applied force and deformation. Young modulus 
was represented as fold-change with respect to control 
considered equal to 1.36

Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance 
and the t-test. P < 0.05 was considered statistically sig-
nificant. All data presented are expressed as means � SEM 
of at least three independent experiments, unless otherwise 
stated.

Results

Transcriptomic Profiling of ccRCC and Normal Cortex 
Primary Cell Cultures

To extend the molecular characterization of our primary cell 
culture in vitro model for its use in studying ccRCC, we 
performed the transcriptome profiling of eight ccRCC versus 
eight cortex primary cultures by using Affymetrix micro-
array technology. We globally found that the gene expres-
sion profiling well discriminated tumor from normal cortex 
primary cell cultures evidencing 1049 DEGs (552 up- and 
497 down-regulated genes) in ccRCC compared with normal 
kidney cultures (Supplemental Table S1). Using the Top-
pGene suite, we found a significant functional enrichment 
for several biological processes that were related to ccRCC 
development,8 such as immune and inflammatory response, 
wound healing, vasculature development, metabolic pro-
cess, hypoxia response, ECM organization, mitogen-
activated protein kinases cascade, and cell proliferation. 
These were represented mostly among the first 50 enriched 
terms as reported in Table 1 (complete list in Supplemental 
Table S2).

To verify whether ccRCC primary cultures can be 
considered as a good in vitro model to represent and study
T

ccRCC tissue, we compared the transcriptomic profile of
our tumor primary cell cultures (1049 DEG-PCs) to that
of ccRCC tissues (2493 DEG tissues)8 obtained with the
more sensitive approach of next-generation sequencing
(RNA sequencing). We found that 552 of 1049 DEGs
(52.6%) of our cultures were shared (data not shown). In
addition, by using the ToppCluster tool, we found that
ccRCC primary cell cultures and tumor tissues shared
many GO biological processes, indicating a good simi-
larity between ccRCC cultures and tissues (Supplemental
Table S3), and 118 of the shared GO terms had the
highest significant scores (P Z 10�9). The GO terms,
such as vasculature development, hypoxia response, cell
adhesion and proliferation, ECM organization, cell
migration, and wound healing, were represented among
the highest enriched terms (Supplemental Table S3),
suggesting that our cultures could be used as tools to
study the aspects related to ccRCC progression. Among
the genes involved in tumor progression, LOX is recog-
nized to have an important role.10 Interestingly, in several
biological processes relevant for ccRCC progression
(ECM organization, vasculature development, and wound
healing) and enriched in both ccRCC primary cultures
and tissues, we found the recurrence of LOX gene
(Supplemental Table S4), which revealed a significant
up-regulation in tumor versus normal cultures (fold
change Z 7.7, P Z 10�5) (Supplemental Table S1). By
using the Oncomine Research Edition database, we
further confirmed the overexpression of LOX gene in
seven different ccRCC data sets (tumor versus normal
tissues), with fold-change values ranging from 4 to 34
(P < 10�4) (Supplemental Table S5).

Endogenous LOX Protein Expression in ccRCC and
Normal Kidney Tissues

To investigate the significance of LOX overexpression in
ccRCC progression and invasion, we first evaluated the
LOX protein expression in specimens of eight different
cases of ccRCC and normal kidney tissues obtained from
nephrectomies. IHC staining of LOX was performed with
antibody A, which recognizes both active Lox (32 kDa)
and Pro-Lox (50 kDa), and with antibody B, which
recognizes Lox-PP (18 kDa) and Pro-Lox (50 kDa)
(Figure 1). The semiquantitative evaluation of nuclear and
cytoplasmic positivity in ccRCC tissues was also reported
in Table 2. Antibody A revealed in ccRCC tissues only
few nuclei with a weak positive reaction (approximately
8%) and the presence of only an intensified signal against
the membrane borders in most cells (82%), whereas in
approximately 17% of cells a weak cytoplasmic signal was
also present. In normal kidney tissue, the positive signal
was heterogeneously represented. In cortex tissue, there
was weak LOX staining in cytoplasm of proximal tubules,
and most nuclei also had a faint positive signal. In me-
dulla, there was a stronger staining in cytoplasm and



Table 1 Top 50 Gene Ontology Biological Processes (GO BP)
Enriched in 1049 DEGs

GO BP
Identification Name P value

GO:0002684 Positive regulation of immune
system process

2.50 � 10�22

GO:0050776 Regulation of immune response 3.05 � 10�19

GO:0001775 Cell activation 8.22 � 10�19

GO:0050778 Positive regulation of immune
response

2.39 � 10�16

GO:0045321 Leukocyte activation 4.01 � 10�16

GO:0050900 Leukocyte migration 3.99 � 10�15

GO:0002253 Activation of immune response 4.06 � 10�15

GO:0009607 Response to biotic stimulus 4.05 � 10�14

GO:0006954 Inflammatory response 5.02 � 10�14

GO:0051707 Response to other organism 1.23 � 10�13

GO:0043207 Response to external biotic
stimulus

1.23 � 10�13

GO:0051094 Positive regulation of
developmental process

1.42 � 10�13

GO:0001816 Cytokine production 1.78 � 10�13

GO:0002252 Immune effector process 6.57 � 10�13

GO:0045087 Innate immune response 6.71 � 10�13

GO:0044283 Small molecule biosynthetic
process

1.46 � 10�12

GO:0051050 Positive regulation of transport 2.13 � 10�12

GO:1902533 Positive regulation of
intracellular signal
transduction

2.43 � 10�12

GO:0042060 Wound healing 2.73 � 10�12

GO:0050878 Regulation of body fluid levels 2.96 � 10�12

GO:0072359 Circulatory system development 3.03 � 10�12

GO:0072358 Cardiovascular system
development

3.03 � 10�12

GO:0001568 Blood vessel development 3.52 � 10�12

GO:0060326 Cell chemotaxis 4.57 � 10�12

GO:0001944 Vasculature development 1.51 � 10�11

GO:0046649 Lymphocyte activation 2.43 � 10�11

GO:0070661 Leukocyte proliferation 2.55 � 10�11

GO:0045937 Positive regulation of phosphate
metabolic process

3.43 � 10�11

GO:0010562 Positive regulation of
phosphorus metabolic process

3.43 � 10�11

GO:0043410 Positive regulation of MAPK
cascade

3.98 � 10�11

GO:0036293 Response to decreased oxygen
levels

6.23 � 10�11

GO:0032101 Regulation of response to
external stimulus

7.89 � 10�11

GO:0030198 Extracellular matrix organization 8.05 � 10�11

GO:0043062 Extracellular structure
organization

8.90 � 10�11

GO:0001817 Regulation of cytokine
production

9.47 � 10�11

GO:0070482 Response to oxygen levels 1.01 � 10�10

GO:0045597 Positive regulation of cell
differentiation

1.26 � 10�10

GO:0001666 Response to hypoxia 1.33 � 10�10

GO:0043408 Regulation of MAPK cascade 1.61 � 10�10

(table continues)

Table 1 (continued )

GO BP
Identification Name P value

GO:0002250 Adaptive immune response 1.89 � 10�10

GO:0008284 Positive regulation of cell
proliferation

1.99 � 10�10

GO:0034097 Response to cytokine 2.11 � 10�10

GO:0002521 Leukocyte differentiation 2.17 � 10�10

GO:0048514 Blood vessel morphogenesis 2.61 � 10�10

GO:0002764 Immune response-regulating
signaling pathway

3.01 � 10�10

GO:0006935 Chemotaxis 3.60 � 10�10

GO:0042330 Taxis 3.87 � 10�10

GO:0051240 Positive regulation of
multicellular organismal
process

4.77 � 10�10

GO:0000165 MAPK cascade 4.91 � 10�10

GO:0042110 T-cell activation 5.69 � 10�10

A complete list of GO BP terms is reported in Supplemental Table S2.
MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinases.
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nuclei of collecting ducts. With antibody B, the signal was
not homogeneously distributed in ccRCC tissues: nuclei
revealed strong positivity in approximately 17% and weak
positivity in 72% of the cells, whereas the signal was weak
in most cytoplasms (89%). In the cortex, weak staining
was present in cytoplasm of proximal tubules, as with
antibody A, and only a few nuclei had a faint positive
signal. In some sections of cortex, it has been possible to
observe the collecting ducts of medullary rays whose cells
presented a stronger staining in cytoplasm and nuclei. In
the medulla, there was weak staining in cytoplasm of
collecting ducts but not a nuclear reaction. With both an-
tibodies A and B, the glomeruli, distal tubules, endothelial
cell of vessels, and thin and thick limbs of loops of Henle
tested negative.

Endogenous LOX Expression in ccRCC and Cortex
Primary Cell Cultures

To evaluate better LOX expression, we compared the cells
of our ccRCC and cortex primary cultures that were cyto-
logically more homogeneous. In 24 matched ccRCC and
normal cortex primary cell cultures, we evidenced, by real-
time PCR, that the LOX mRNA was significantly overex-
pressed in ccRCC cells, validating the transcriptomic data.
The same samples, stratified in two groups according to
HIF-1a expression, revealed a significant LOX mRNA
overexpression only in the group of 18 samples expressing
HIF-1a (Figure 2A), confirming that in ccRCC LOX gene is
a direct target of HIF-1a.37

Five matched primary cell cultures of normal cortex and
ccRCC expressing HIF-1a were analyzed by Western blot
(Figure 2B). The 50-kDa Pro-Lox proenzyme, studied with



Figure 1 Representative images of LOX immunohistochemical analysis of hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1aeexpressing clear cell renal cell carcinoma
(ccRCC) tissues and their matched normal kidney cortex and medulla tissues. Two different antibodies against LOX (a LOX) have been used. Antibody A
recognizes 50-kDa Pro-Lox and active 32-kDa Lox. Antibody B recognizes 50-kDa Pro-Lox and 18-kDa Lox-PP peptide. Boxed areas are shown at higher
magnification to the right. Scale bars: 200 mm (left); 50 mm (right). Original magnification: �100 (left); �400 (right).
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antibody A, had an exclusive localization in the nuclear-free
fraction; the antibody B that also recognizes Pro-Lox evi-
denced the same pattern (not shown). The 32-kDa Lox
active enzyme, recognized by antibody A, had a nuclear
localization and a weak localization in the nuclear-free
fraction. Both proteins, Pro-Lox and Lox, were prevalent
in ccRCC cells with respect to normal cells but not in a
significant way. With antibody B, the 18-kDa Lox-PP pro-
peptide had an exclusive nuclear localization with a
significantly stronger signal in normal cortex cells with
respect to ccRCC cells.

Even immunofluorescence analysis (Figure 2C) sup-
ported these data. With antibody A, the nuclear signal
was evident in normal and tumor cells and based on
Table 2 LOX Immunoreactivity Evaluated by Antibodies A and B in Cl
Antibody A Antib

Nuclear staining (%)* Cytoplasm staining (%)* Nucle

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

NegatWeak Strong M C þ M

91.97 � 1.86 8.03 � 1.86 0 0 82.57 � 3.35 17.43 � 3.35 11.67

*Means � SEM of the percentage of cells evaluated in five different fields of e
M, only an intensified signal against the membrane borders; C þ M, weak cyto

T

Western blot data had to be ascribed to 32-kDa Lox,
whereas the cytoplasmic signal represented both 50-kDa
Pro-Lox and 32-kDa Lox. With antibody B, the nuclear
fluorescent signal was well evidenced, mainly in cortex
cells, and had to be ascribed to 18-kDa Lox-PP. The
cytoplasmic signal in ccRCC cells had a characteristic
localization that leaned toward cellular membrane, and
based on Western data, it should be exclusively due to
50-kDa Pro-Lox.

Then we evaluated the presence of 32-kDa active Lox
enzyme in five media of cortex and HIF-1aeexpressing
ccRCC cultures (Figure 2D). Lox enzyme was significantly
more abundant in the ccRCC primary cell culture media
than in those of cortex.
ear Cell Renal Cell Carcinoma Tissues
ody B

ar staining (%)* Cytoplasm staining (%)*

ive

Positive

Negative

Positive

Weak Strong Weak Strong

� 2.77 71.48 � 4.68 16.85 � 6.24 10.62 � 1.47 89.38 � 1.47 0

ach for eight different tumor specimens.
plasmic signal and an intensified signal against the membrane borders.



Figure 2 Lox expression in primary cell cul-
tures of normal cortex and clear cell renal cell
carcinoma (ccRCC). A: Real-time PCR of LOX tran-
script in 24 matched normal cortex and ccRCC
primary cell cultures; 18 cultures expressed
hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1a protein, and six
cultures did not. B: Quantification of subcellular
localization (nuclear and nuclear-free fractions) of
Pro-Lox proenzyme (50 kDa), active Lox enzyme
(32 kDa), and Lox-PP propeptide (18 kDa) in pri-
mary cell cultures of five different cases. The op-
tical density (OD) values were normalized by the
values of tubulin or histone H3 bands. The anti-
bodies used are indicated and representative
Western blot with specific bands and molecular
weight markers are reported. C: Immunofluores-
cence with the indicated antibody against LOX (a
LOX) in cortex and ccRCC primary cell cultures. In
the insets, the presence of LOX signal in the nu-
cleus is shown. D: Quantification of 32-kDa Lox
peptide detected with antibody A in conditioned
media of primary cell cultures of five different
cases; representative Western blot is reported. The
OD values were normalized by the number of cells
collected from each plate. All ccRCC primary cell
cultures in B, C, and D expressed HIF-1a.
*P < 0.05 (t-test). Scale bars Z 10 mm. Original
magnification, �2 (C, insets).
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HIF-1a Expression and Cell Proliferation Decreases
after Silencing of Endogenous LOX in ccRCC Primary
Cell Cultures Expressing HIF-1a

LOX and HIF-1a, in colon cancer cell lines, have been
reported to potentiate each other to sustain tumor progres-
sion.23 To verify this regulative loop in ccRCC, we silenced
endogenous LOX gene expression by siRNA transfection in
HIF-1aeexpressing ccRCC primary cell cultures, obtaining
>90% of Pro-Lox protein knockdown 48 hours after
silencing (Figure 3A and Supplemental Figure S1A). This
strong down-regulation has also been observed for LOX
mRNA and for intracellular active Lox enzyme and Lox-PP
(not shown). We observed a down-regulation of HIF-1a
protein in LOX-silenced ccRCC cells (Figure 3A), as also
documented by the mRNA reduction of three targets of the
HIF-1a transcriptional activity, TGF-b3, Snail, and Zeb2
(Figure 3B). The ccRCC primary cell cultures obtained from
eight different cases did not reveal significant differences in
the proliferating activity, evaluated with MTT assay after 48
hours of LOX silencing, with respect to controls. On the
other hand, when the samples were stratified based on HIF-
1a expression, only in the five cases expressing HIF-1a did
the silenced cultures have a significant cell proliferation
decrement (Figure 3C), without an apoptosis rate change
(Figure 3D). After silencing, the strong down-regulation of
cellular Lox-PP did not evidence the effects of lack of Lox-
PP oncosuppressor actions on cellular proliferation and
apoptosis.

Endogenous LOX Regulates ccRCC Primary Cell Cultures
Migration, Cell-Matrix Adhesion, Cell-Cell Contact, and
Invasion

Because overexpression of LOX has been associated with
the promotion of cellular adhesion and migration, favoring
tumor progression, invasion, and metastasis of different
tumors,13,14,18 we investigated the functional role of
endogenous LOX in ccRCC cells expressing HIF-1a. LOX
silencing in ccRCC primary cell cultures not only blocked
the production of Pro-Lox (Figure 3A and Supplemental
Figure S1A) but, as a consequence, the 32-kDa Lox was
strongly down-regulated in the corresponding conditioned
media (Figure 4A). In LOX silenced ccRCC cultures, ECM-
independent cell migration has been studied by Boyden
chamber and wound healing assay. Both migration assays
revealed that ccRCC primary cultures, after siRNA LOX
treatment, migrated less than control samples (Figure 4, B



Figure 3 Effects of siRNA LOX and siRNA con-
trol (ctrl) treatment in hypoxia-inducible factor
(HIF)-1aeexpressing clear cell renal cell carci-
noma (ccRCC) primary cell cultures. A: Represen-
tative Western blot of cellular protein lysate
reveals the bands of indicated protein after
treatment. Pro-Lox has been tested with antibody
A. B: Transforming growth factor (TGF)-b3, Snail,
and Zeb2 transcripts evaluated by real-time PCR.
The relative amount of the transcripts, calculated
as 2�DDCt, revealed the fold-change with respect
to the corresponding control samples considered
equal to 1. C: Percentage of cell proliferation
evaluated with MTT assay in eight ccRCC primary
cell cultures (five expressed HIF-1a and three did
not) with respect to corresponding controls. D:
Apoptosis rate evaluation through caspase 3/7
assay. Caspase activity expressed as fold-change
with respect to control. *P < 0.05 (t-test).
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and C), supporting a LOX role in the cellular migratory 
machinery of ccRCC cells.

We also analyzed the cell adhesion after LOX knock-
down that in ccRCC led to a decrease in cell adhesion on 
both plastic and fibronectin-coated plates (Figure 4D) and to 
a different reorganization of focal adhesions (FAs) evi-
denced by immunofluorescence, staining the specific marker 
paxillin (Supplemental Figure S1B). In silenced tumor cells 
FAs had a predominant peripheral distribution, whereas 
in the control cells they were distributed throughout the 
cytoplasm. In addition, the phosphorylated (Y118) paxillin, 
a marker of FA stability,38 decreased in ccRCC cells 
(Supplemental Figure S1B).

The cell adhesion molecule N-cadherin mediates the cell-
cell contact and is characteristically expressed by the 
epithelial proximal tubule cells39,40 (Supplemental 
Figure S1C) from which ccRCC originates30,41 and there-
fore has a negligible expression of E-cadherin (Supplemental 
Figure S1, C and D). N-Cadherin was up-regulated in ccRCC 
primary cell cultures after LOX silencing; instead, vimentin, 
a-smooth muscle actin and cytokeratin expression did not
significantly change (Figure 4E and Supplemental Figure S1, 
E and F). Taken together, these results suggested that 
endogenous LOX overexpression in ccRCC primary cultures 
may promote cell-matrix adhesion ability and decrease cell-
cell contact.

To assess the role of LOX in the invasion process in our 
cellular model, we performed an invasion assay using a 
collagen-coated membrane. siRNA LOX reduced the inva-
sion capability of cancer cells with respect to control cells 
(Figure 4F). These data supported a mechanistic link be-
tween the endogenous production of Pro-Lox, with the 
presence of secreted and intracellular LOX peptides, and the 
migratory phenotype with invasion capacities of ccRCC 
primary cells.
Endogenous LOX Secreted by ccRCC Cells Modifies the
Collagen Matrix Stiffness

Tumor progression has been correlated with LOX capacity
to crosslink collagen and increase ECM stiffness.15,16 The
wide decrement of invading cells, after LOX silencing, led
us to test the role of ccRCC extracellular Lox enzyme in
regulating collagen matrix stiffness. We quantified the me-
chanical effects of secreted LOX on collagen-coated gels
using the atomic force microscopy technique and calculating
the values of the Young modulus. The ccRCC conditioned
media, in which Lox is present, induced a significant in-
crease of collagen matrix stiffness evidenced by the Young
modulus that is higher by a factor of 1.30 � 0.32
(means � SEM) with respect to the value of collagen ma-
trixes treated with fresh control media (Figure 4G). The
presence of bAPN LOX inhibitor in ccRCC-conditioned
media prevented collagen matrix from becoming stiffer,
resulting in a insignificant variation of Young modulus
(0.90 � 0.23) with respect to the control media treatment.
These data were confirmed even by using the conditioned
medium of LOX silenced ccRCC cells (Supplemental
Figure S1G). Overall, the stiffness measurements high-
lighted that the active Lox constitutively produced by
ccRCC increased the collagen matrix stiffness.
Discussion

The ccRCC is the most frequent malignant neoplasm of the
kidney, and, despite the recent introduction of tyrosine
kinase, mechanistic target of rapamycin, and vascular
endothelial growth factor inhibitors in clinical practice, it
still remains a therapy-resistant tumor.2 Therefore, it is
important to understand better the molecular mechanisms of



Figure 4 Effects of LOX silencing on cellular migration, adhesion, invasion, and collagen stiffness regulation in clear cell renal cell carinoma (ccRCC)
primary cell cultures expressing hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1a. A: Representative Western blot of active Lox, tested with antibody A in conditioned culture
media of LOX silenced and control cells. The graph indicates the band optical density (OD) normalized by the number of cells collected from each plate. B:
Representative hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of migrated cells in Boyden chamber. The graph represents the percentage of cells migrated after 8
hours. C: Representative phase contrast images after the scratch (0 hours) and after 6 hours of wound recovery. The graph represents the percentage of wound
recovery. D: Adhesion assay has been performed on 12-well plates coated or not with fibronectin. The graph shows the percentage of absorbance measured at
590 nm. E: Representative Western blot assay and relative densitometric analysis of N-cadherin normalized by b-actin in siRNA control and siRNA LOX primary
cultures. F: Cell invasion assay performed in Boyden chamber coated by collagen; representative images for migrated cells stained with H&E. The graph
represents the percentage of invading cells. G: Evaluation of collagen matrix stiffness after treatment with control medium, control medium containing LOX
inhibitor bAPN, conditioned medium of ccRCC primary cultures expressing HIF-1a, and the same ccRCC conditioned medium containing bAPN. Data were
represented as fold-change with respect to control medium considered equal to 1. *P < 0.05 (t-test). Original magnification, �100 (B, C, and F).
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onset and progression of ccRCC to identify candidate tar-
gets for novel molecular therapies. The functional analysis
of 1049 differentially modulated genes obtained from
comparing ccRCC primary cell cultures with normal cortex
primary cell cultures revealed significant enrichments of
several biological processes of GO category known to be
important for ccRCC invasion and progression.8 Moreover,
by comparing the transcriptomic profile of the present study
to the list of 2493 DEGs obtained in ccRCC tissues,8 we
found that several important GO biological process cate-
gories involved in tumor progression were shared by the two
data sets. Thus, transcriptomic analysis of primary cell
cultures and meta-analysis indicated that our in vitro model
well mimicked the molecular signature of ccRCC tissues.
Because tumor progression depends on the context of the
surrounding tissue42 and ccRCC is highly vascularized, this
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suggests that remodeling of the tumor microenvironment 
may play an important role in ccRCC progression. LOX, 
which is represented in the enriched GO biological pro-
cesses related to ccRCC progression, is one of the major 
candidates for this remodeling.10 Of note, overexpression of 
LOX is reported in our data, as well as in seven ccRCC 
tissue data sets available in Oncomine Research Edition 
database (Oncomine, www.oncomine.org, last accessed 
October 13, 2015) (Supplemental Table S5) and in the 
previous literature.25e28 This widely confirmed over-
expression of LOX in ccRCC may subtend to the accom-
plishment of actions related to tumor progression10; 
however, LOX has never been investigated in detail in 
human ccRCC. To gain insight to the role of endogenous 
LOX in ccRCC, we used our primary cell cultures of renal 
cortex and ccRCC. The similarity of these cultures with the 
original tissue29e31 made them particularly suitable for 
functional studies; in addition, their cytological homoge-
neity permitted a direct comparison between normal and 
tumor cells. With normal human kidney tissue, such a direct 
comparison was difficult because the expression of LOX 
was highly heterogeneous and cell type related. On the basis 
of our data, it was possible to argue that both Pro-Lox and 
Lox are localized in cytoplasm, with the prevalence of Pro-
Lox that was more abundant in ccRCC also shown by 
transcriptomic and PCR data. Antibody B in nuclear-free 
fraction recognized only Pro-Lox, and the immunofluores-
cence signal in ccRCC cells had a characteristic localization 
leaning toward plasma membrane, probably related to Pro-
Lox extracellular secretion that could be enhanced in 
ccRCC cells. Instead, antibody A that recognized Pro-Lox 
and Lox hampered the observation of this characteristic 
cytoplasm localization of Pro-Lox in primary cell cultures. 
Most of the 32-kDa Lox was nuclear in our normal and 
ccRCC epithelial cells, as also documented by immunoflu-
orescence, and this localization was coherent with the 
interaction of Lox with H1 to H2 histone proteins described 
in fibroblasts.19 Lox-PP was exclusively nuclear, and its 
abundance in cortex cells was coherent with its oncosup-
pressor role.22,43,44

The mutual link between LOX and HIF-1a, documented 
by HIF-1a protein decrement in LOX silenced ccRCC cells, 
suggested that signaling pathway integration of HIF and 
LOX in diverse cell types is not an unusual event. In fact, in 
normoxic and hypoxic colon cancer cell lines, it has been 
described that recombinant LOX and HIF-1a modulate each 
other. This process is elicited by reactive oxygen species, 
through activation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/mechanistic 
target of rapamycin pathway and the downstream kinases 
PDK1 and AKT.23 The down-regulation of HIF-1a protein 
by LOX silencing may also explain the proliferation 
reduction that we observed in our LOX silenced ccRCC 
primary cultures expressing HIF-1a. In effect, it has been 
reported that, in colon cancer cell lines, LOX is able to 
stimulate cell proliferation in an HIF-1aedependent manner 
through phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase23 and Src18
activation. Coherently with this interpretation, in our LOX
silenced HIF-1aenegative ccRCC primary cell cultures, the
cell proliferation was not significantly affected.

In our primary cultures, the role of endogenous LOX was
confirmed in providing a strong migratory and invasive
cellular phenotype to ccRCC cells. In this model, the LOX
knockdown caused a decrease in ccRCC cellular adhesion
on plastic and fibronectin-coated surfaces with a reorgani-
zation of FAs to the cell periphery, in contrast with their
localization throughout the cytoplasm in control cells. The
reorganization of FAs with the finding of paxillin-PY118
reduction, even in ccRCC, agrees with the role of LOX in
modulation of FA dynamics.13e15,38,45

The impairment of cell-cell adhesion molecules can be an
important aspect of tumor progression,41 and the cell-cell
adhesion marker N-cadherin is characteristic of epithelial
proximal tubule cells that do not express E-cadherin.39e41

ccRCC deriving from proximal tubule cells30,33 did not ex-
press E-cadherin but only N-cadherin (Supplemental
Figure S1, C and D). It is suggestive that in ccRCC, in
which there is a constitutive up-regulation of LOX, the
knockdown of the LOX protein was associated with not only
a decrement of cellular adhesion on plastic and fibronectin
but also an increment of N-cadherin. This finding could
suggest that the constitutive up-regulation of endogenous
LOX in ccRCC is responsible for a negative modulation of
N-cadherin and a reduced cell-cell adhesion of ccRCC.

All these data indicated that in ccRCC cells LOXdetermines
and maintains an invasive phenotype. In fact, the absence of
endogenous LOX heavily impaired the invasion capacity of
ccRCC cells on collagen. The lack of LOX-mediated cross-
linking action prevented matrix stiffness increment, where a
stiffer environment is associated with activation of FAK/Src
signaling and a more invasive phenotype.15 We highlighted
this aspect by revealing the ability of conditioned media of
ccRCC cells, which secreted and produced active Lox, to in-
crease collagen matrix stiffness. The cumulative effects of
LOX ECM remodeling and the consequent tissue stiffness
increment15 could have a role in the frequency by which
ccRCC grows in vena cava as a stable thrombus.46

In conclusion, there is increasing evidence of the
importance of LOX in clinical oncology.24,44,47,48 In
ccRCC, as indicated by our data, it seems that endogenous
LOX overexpression, favored by constitutive expression of
HIF-1a, plays a major action in tumor progression, and
through the secreted LOX, the ECM stiffness is modulated.
Despite LOX overexpression, the oncosuppressive action of
Lox-PP is not prevailing. These findings could indicate new
therapeutic strategies by targeting selectively the two
peptides.
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